Security policy

General
All security measures are aligned with and conducted with the respective Statement of Work signed with the client for the project.

Data storage
Simplity stores the data in the private cloud provided by VHosting data center in Europe (Prague), Microsoft 365 (European Union), or Microsoft Azure storage. The exact data storage is agreed with the client based on the needs and requirements of the project and client.

GDPR compliance
We take compliance with the European General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) very seriously. We store only necessary personal information about our users. Detailed information on what personal information we collect and why are available in our Memorandum on the Processing of Personal Data, Privacy policy, and Cookies policy.

ISO certifications
ISO recognizes organizations worldwide that successfully pass a full third-party audit. The audit determines whether processes, products, and services fulfill the ISO criteria.

Following the third-party audit, Simplity gained the following ISO certifications, which apply to all Simplity products of Accurity Family:

ISO 9001:2015 – Quality Management System

If you believe you’ve found a security vulnerability in the Simplity’s processes or application, we encourage you to let us know right away by emailing support@simplity.eu

If you have any questions regarding the security of any Simplity content, do not hesitate to contact us.